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AGM MEETING July 2, 2019 

Thank you for Coming to The Membership committee. 

Attending is Amy Rogala- Hobbs, Jason Tice, Sarah Seitz, Caron Osborn, Tracey Estes 

Amy will write the notes from the recording. 

ADVERTISING: After the 35th we will start advertising the AGM. Caron brought it up at the FMC 
and asked that chapters start bringing it up and have chapters post it on their web and social 
network pages after the 35th. Jason will have fliers at the FHANA booth at the 35th. 

THEME: Pearls and Bourbon. 

SPEAKERS: We have confirmed that Suzy Stafford is coming. Dreams come True will be 
sponsoring her. We still need to come up with our dressage speaker.  Jason and Caron and Sarah 
discussed Jenny Veenstra.  She is very interested and could lower her price if we could find her a 
clinic. Her basic fee is travel and $500 a day she is speaking. We could reach out to local chapters 
and see about doing a clinic. Caron thought if we could use the facility   for the offsite Friday and 
use it again on Sunday for a riding clinic on Sunday. We could find out how many lessons can you 
do in a day. And also open it to an auditor and charge an auditing fee. We could stable horses at the 
facility. Same place we will keep the stallions. Jason proposed that we see if she is interested and 
would be willing to do a clinic. AGM participates get option to pay at registration. Tracey will see 
if Jenny is interested. Suggested once we know the fees can we speak via email and get the ball 
rolling. 

LIVE HORSE: Off facility 15 minutes from horse park. 20 minutes from hotel. It’s an Indoor 
facility. It has an apron around it so you can see it from all angels. We are locked in for Friday. And 
talked to them about a clinic possibly Sunday. The fee for Friday is $250.  That does include indoor 
and outdoor, chairs and a place for coffee and water. Maximum fee for Friday and Sunday is $500.  
The place for stabling is 10 minutes down the road. Do we want to vote on this?  Caron made the 
motion that we sign the contract for Friday and keep the facility on notice for Sunday after 
we confirm with Jenny. All in favor?  Amy asked if this allows us to have as many stallions as we 
want.  Answered yes. Amy second. Passed all yesses any opposed? None. Sarah will get contract 
over for Jason to sign. 
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BUDGET: Registration fee is $140 Jason will fill in and work on it. 

 

CVB update have offered numbers for busses for transport. They also gave a bunch of information 
for handouts for promoting the event. They have lots of options to help us from Name tags to 
welcome bags. They have a blue horse and a Kentucky kernel. The welcome bag might offer local 
things that could offer things to help with our event. 

MEET and GREET: Jason Discussed with the Marriot to hire their guy (Scott Good) to do a 
Bourbon tasting for the cost of $2,000. Amy asked about sponsoring. Jason asked if Amy wanted to 
reach out Amy said she would ask. Amy asked if we knew what Bourbons would be served and the 
answer was no. Amy asked if Scott good had already been asked for a discount or sponsorship and 
Jason said he had not yet. Caron asked if Scott Good would be open to talking to Amy and sharing 
what distillery he will be using that night and would it be alright to approach them and ask them if 
they would be interested in sponsoring a nonalcoholic donation. Amy asked have we had an event 
like this before. Jason replied we have done appetizers with a budget of $3,200. With a buy your 
own beer. Jason will send over the information on Scott to Amy. The band 4-piece blue grass band 
for $750 to perform back ground music. Jason knows them and thinks they are good. Caron thinks 
their club (FHAME) will sponsor the band. JASON to confirm with the band. 

MARRIOT will give discounts at spa. Must confirm with hotel you are with FHANA. We will 
advertise. 

DISTILLERY waiting for Angie.  

AUNTIONEER bluegrass has not followed up. Noles proposal is $2500. They structure live and 
silent. They are energizing they will meet unlimited time through email phone calls and what not to 
help structure it. They want to help make it go smooth. The other discussion is the timing of the 
auction. Is always do the live auction starting when the plate is set down. Amy asked if there was 
anyone in FHANA that can do it. It’s a lot of money. Let’s get Angie involved and maybe another 
bid and table this until next month. 

BASKETS FMC was very supportive of each chapter doing a basket. We can do a percentage 
payout for 1st, 2nd, 3rd on the bidding of the baskets.  A flat payout is easier the percentage. With 17 
active chapters we should be able to get a budget. We could do a $150, $100 and $50 payout. But 
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we should have a minimum start bid. Jason suggest Sarah bring the numbers to the next meeting so 
we can make a decision. Caron Asked do we have attendance by chapters? Jason said he could 
figure out by chapter. Normally the Host Chapter would have the most Attendees. 

WELCOME BAGS Caron wants to send a brief letter to stallion owners and breeder farms asking 
if they have anything they have anything they want to put in the bags. Jason offered to work with 
her on that.  Jason wants to have that out in October. Amy asked if she could help by calling 
stallion owners to help get donations for the auctions. 

JENNY VEENSTRA wrote back during meeting for the clinic she charges $100 an hour, her 
minimum is 6 hours up to 12. She would do our event for $500 plus travel and the clinic. Jason 
asked what we thought? Committee is excited. Iron Springs will sponsor her. Jason will contact her.  

Jason will start working on Bios and information over the next 4-6 weeks.  

Next Meeting August 8th 1pm EST (10 AM PST) 

 


